RESPONSE DATA

Chief Scott Ferguson
NFPA 1710 has been the defacto fire
department yardstick since it was first
published in 2001. “The standard was the first
organized approach to defining levels of
service, deployment capabilities, and staffing
levels for substantially career fire
departments. Research work and empirical
studies in North America were used by the
Committee as a basis for developing response
times and resource capabilities for those
services, as identified by the fire department.”
Subsequent updates in 2004 and 2010, from
the Technical Committee primarily
concentrated on a clean-up of definitions,
terminology, and the time frames that occur
within the sequence of events that range
from an event’s initiation to when units are
placed back in service.
The latest (2016) update represents the first
significant alteration/augmentation of the
original standard. These were based on
additional studies conducted by entities such
as the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). In 2010, NIST conducted a
series of Fireground Field Experiments related
to how chemistry, fire science, material
science and the mechanical engineering
disciplines of fluid mechanics and heat
transfer interact to influence fire behavior.
In the same year, they also published the
results of several EMS Field Experiments. In
each case, staffing models were considered to
determine the most effective/efficient
mechanisms to achieve the best outcomes.
A few examples of the changes include:

For reasons ranging from budget to geography,
politics, and ultimately preference, the
question of whether the recommendations
listed in NFPA 1710, is the “only way to skin a
cat,” while still achieving a safe and efficient
outcome, will continue to be debated.
Regardless of a person’s position on the
matter, one thing remains clear: the local
authority ultimately remains responsible for
defining its jurisdiction’s response standards.
“Nothing in this standard is intended to
prohibit the use of systems, methods, or
approaches of equivalent or superior
performance to those prescribed by this
standard, provided technical documentation
is submitted to the authority having
jurisdiction to demonstrate equivalency.”
While there have been a few slight
modifications, one constant that has remained
throughout each iteration of the standard, is
the reliance on response/reaction times as a
benchmark from which to measure the likely
outcomes of both fire and EMS calls for
service.
These intervals, or “fractals,” are intended to
establish a common measure as foundation for
comparison.
 Alarm handling time: 64 seconds (90%)
and 106 seconds (95%)
 Turnout time: 80 seconds – fire; 60
seconds – EMS (90%)
 Travel time: 240 seconds (90%)
 Arrival of full alarm response force: 480
seconds (90%)

Until recently, we have not had enough
 Standardizing a two-story, 2,000-ft single confidence in our CAD system to generate
family residence, as a default for an
accurate enough data to report. Instead, we
initial full alarm assignment.
have shared our response averages, which can
be easily skewed by abnormally high or low
 Wording was added to require additional
response times.
resources to be deployed on fires in
occupancies that present hazards greater Fire expects more dependable data from
than the two-story single family
which to query once the new CAD system is
dwelling, including garden-style
deployed, however, with the assistance of
apartments, open-air strip malls, and
Dawn Morrison and Chief Lantzer, moving
high-rise occupancies.
forward, we will do our best to provide clean
fractals.
 Dispatch call taking/transfer standards
are more closely aligned with NFPA
The data sets will take a little longer to triage,
1221.
but will provide us with an opportunity to
make adjustments in our business and
 Additional consideration has been given
deployment models as our community’s
to those agencies using Emergency
geography, demographics, and call volume
Medical Dispatch (EMD).
continues to shift.
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Father’s Day Car Show
June 18
Recruit Family Night
June 21
EOC Training
June 13 & 27
WRCOG Meeting
June 22
9-11 Memorial Stair Climb
Sept 9
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TRAINING DIVISION

Captain Sean DeGrave

Desensitization of Terrorism
As a global community, we are becoming
more and more desensitized by the
countless number of news reports related
to terrorism. The constant bombardment
of the 24 hour news cycle, the internet,
and the socialization of the global
community has brought the acts of
terrorism closer to home. These cowardly
acts of terrorism are causing our minds,
bodies, perceptions and worldviews to
become desensitized to these persistent
images and messages of terror.
Unfortunately, the endless cycle of
information is feeding our lust for
negativity and it is serving to cause more
harm than good.

Dr. Asa Don Brown • Psychology Today

Moreover, the terrorist themselves are gaining ground by the constant
bombardment of terrorism in the media.
We are in a “...time when terrorist attacks and thwarted plots regularly dominate
the news headlines, when long queues at airport security checks have become alltoo-common, and when once innocuous items (drinks, shoes, backpacks) can
become the means of deadly attacks, it is clear that the threat of terrorism hangs
over us as never before.” As a society, the ever looming presence of terrorism is
darkening our perceptions and worldviews. It is normalizing the egregious acts of
terrorism and causing the current generation to be nonchalant. The indifference is
having a numbing effect upon our society and will have a profound effect upon
generations to come.
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
While the terrorist may not be winning a physical fight on the ground; the
perception that they are instilling within our society is a universal fear of the
unknown, the what if’s, and the when. Terrorism is a physical and a psychological
war, but it is the psychological war that leaves an unmistakable impression upon
the hearts and minds of a society.
MORE

EMS Coordinator, Jennifer Antonucci

Tue, May 9, 2017 By Neha Raukar, MS, MD , Renée S. Lemieux, BS , Douglas J. Casa, PhD, ATC, FNAK,
FACSM, FNATA , Rachel K. Katch, MS, ATC

A 15-year-old
football
practice
onFNAK,
a day
By Neha Raukar,
MS, MDplayer
, Renée S.collapses
Lemieux, BS , during
Douglas J. Casa,
PhD, ATC,
when the heat index is 114 degrees F.
Bystanders move the patient to the shade and EMS is called. Upon
arrival, paramedics jump in to assist the bystanders, who are
removing the boy's pads, uniform and equipment.
The transport of the patient to the hospital took 15 minutes. In the
ED, the patient's Glasgow coma scale was 5, and his rectal
temperature was 107.3 degrees F. He is cooled with IV fluids and
cool water misting.
The patient died on the fourth day of hospitalization as a combined
consequence of the effects of an exertional heat stroke (EHS),
including, hepatorenal failure, sepsis, coagulopathy, and
cardiopulmonary collapse.
Preventable & Treatable
Despite enumerable studies on the prevention and treatment of
heat illness, EHS not only continues to be a leading cause of death
among athletes in the United States, but disturbingly, the incidence
is on the rise. According to the National Center for Catastrophic
Sport Injury Research, there have been 146 EHS deaths from 19312015, with 54 of those EHS deaths occurring since 1996 in football
alone.
Active populations who exert themselves in the heat, such as
soldiers, laborers, and athletes are at especially high risk for EHS.

Exertional heat stroke continues to be a leading cause of death
among young athletes in the U.S. and, disturbingly, the incidence is on
the rise. Photos courtesy Korey Stringer Institutet

The rate in football (4.42 per 100,000 athlete exposures)
is 11.4 times that in all other sports combined and is due
to the combination of a variety of factors, including
wearing heavy equipment, inadequately balancing
hydration and sweating, and participating in high
intensity workouts often during the day. In the military
setting, the rate of death due to EHS increased from 2
cases per 100,000 soldiers…
MORE
Link to “Fentanyl: A
Briefing Guide for
First Responders”
HERE
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INSPECTION SUMMARY
According to a 2016 Press-Enterprise article, “Illegal
fireworks caused 22 fires in Riverside County and
resulted in a child blowing off part of his hand in
Moreno Valley, and earlier this month, two 12-yearold boys suffered what San Bernardino firefighters
called devastating injuries while playing with
firecrackers”.
There is a zero tolerance policy for those who sell,
purchase, transport, store or use fireworks in
Riverside County and the Temecula Valley. Those
who ignore this law can be fined up to $500 and
have their fireworks confiscated.

Fireworks are illegal in Murrieta
and all of Riverside County,
except within a few cities over
in the Coachella Valley. So
called, “Safe and Sane”
fireworks are permitted in,
Blythe, Cathedral City,
Coachella, Desert Hot Springs
and Indio.

During this 4th of July holiday, Murrieta Fire and
Rescue (MFR) will be doing proactive patrols and
enforcement to educate, confiscate, and issue
citations as needed.
Instead, MFR recommends families attend one of
the many organized and professional fireworks
displays (check local websites for specific
information).

FINAL-Fire
FINAL-Planning
FIRE-Flush
Functional Alarm Test
FIRE-Overhead Hydro
FIRE-Rough
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
FIRE-Underground Hydro
Total
New Submittals

Fire Sprinklers
Fire Alarms
Building
UG

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: broken faucet

Station 2: Nothing to report

E4: In service
E5: In service
E21: In service

Station 3: Nothing to report

B2: In service
B3: In service

Station 4: Nothing to report

B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service

Total

4
1
5

Plan Check Review

E2: In service
E3: In service

Total

0
2
0
2

Fire Sprinklers
Underground Water
Building

T1: In service
T2: OOS - radiator

Total

16
0
2
0
18

Resubmittals

26th Annual Murrieta Birthday Bash
Saturday, July 1 (Fireworks Spectacular at 9:00 p.m.) Approved
Corrections
California Oaks Sports Park
Please stay safe!
Related article - HERE
Fees Collected

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor

7
3
1
1
9
1
0
0
32

Station 5: Nothing to report

$17,060
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Chief Ferguson
After many months of demonstrations,
site visits, interviews and vetting, the
TriTech Software Systems CAD
recommended by the CAD Project Team
was approved through our City Council.
The system will cost just over 2.1 million
dollars, and will be paid using asset
forfeiture and developer impact fees.
Now, the real work begins. Over the next
12-18 months, members from police, fire,
and IT will begin the process of building
the new CAD so that it best meets each of
our department’s specific needs. Pending
additional contract agreements between
AMR & Cal-Fire, the TriTech CAD platform
has the ability to have CAD 2 CAD
integration with our partners, as well as
an EMD component to better assist our
patients with pre-arrival instructions. It is
our goal is to begin providing EMD
services to our citizens within six months
of going live with the new system.
With any change there will be challenges.
A new CAD, Mapping and MDT systems
are in our future. There will be moments
of frustration in the midst of these much
needed and overdue changes, but I am
confident they will be short lived. I am
looking forward to a system that will meet
our unique needs.

Fire Safety Stand-down Day Week
http://www.safetystanddown.org/about/

The members of MFR have been working extremely hard and been have
putting in an incredible number of hours in order to accommodate the
department’s current vacancies in operations. While some of the pressure will
be relieved once the lateral recruits have completed the recruit academy, it’s
important that our people know that Chief Lantzer and I recognize their
efforts and are working to expedite the process as quickly as we can.
With that, there are four relative opportunities that we are trying to
orchestrate that may provide some answers and/or relief.
1.

City Manager Kim Summers (July 1) will help us create a visitation
schedule sometime after things settle down with her new
responsibilities. In the meantime, both she and Linda Le (Admin
Services Director) have agreed to sit down with a cross-section of our
members to answer questions and discuss their plans in the coming
months. This is outside of the negotiations process.

2.

Brainstorming session: we have heard that there may be some fresh
ideas floating around related to how we can shift the load or
reorganize our schedules to accommodate our increasing call
volume, public education, and pre-fire plans. We thought it may be
fruitful to work with the BCs to schedule a meeting to explore these
opportunities within the next couple of weeks.

3.

Safety has, and always will be a value held in the highest regard. We
do recognize, however, that the mental, physical, and spiritual
qualities needed to maintain some semblance of balance can be
difficult to achieve when working so many hours and engaging in as
many projects as many of our members have over the past 24months.
The Accreditation process will certainly be of some assistance in
quantifying the workload; in the meantime, a committee of fire
personnel is working closely with HR and PD to provided better
counseling/training options for our members - more on this in the
coming weeks.

-Dawn
Firefighter sleep: 7 ways to improve your
crews' sleep and safety
With sleep deprivation being directly linked to poor
decision making, physical ability and
communication, firefighters must be well rested
Firefighters often don't get enough sleep. Sleep
deprivation can lead to real problems, including
safety concerns.
For anyone who has worked in the fire service, this
is hardly news. One of the most difficult
adjustments for new firefighters can be the shift
work: the 10/14 split, the 24- or 48-hour workday.
As firefighters age, sleep disorders can lead to
serious health problems for them. MORE

4.

Safety Stand Down is a joint initiative of the International Association
of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) and the National Volunteer Fire Council (NVFC).
The 2017 event will take place the week of June 18. Across the
country, fire departments are encouraged to suspend all nonemergency activity during Safety Stand Down in order to focus on
training and education.
Safety Stand Down focuses on the critical importance of responders
taking care of themselves both on and off the emergency incident
scene. The week is designed to increase awareness and action so that
safety and health become a priority in all fire departments.
Considering the significance of this effort, our MFR Battalion Chiefs
will be altering the shift schedules from June 18-24. The details will
be shared in the coming days.
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Murrieta Firefighters and Murrieta Police Department celebrating Vista
Murrieta's graduation .

June 11 at 3:26 a.m. - SB Interstate 215 N of Murrieta Hot
Springs: Engine 3, 4, Truck 1, Battalion 1, MPD, CHP and AMR
responded for a traffic collision southbound Interstate 215
Ok, thatHot
is funny
north of Murrieta
Springs.…Engine 3 arrived on scene and
reported a single vehicle rollover with 1 victim trapped and
established Springs IC. Truck 1 extricated the victim and
determined him to be deceased. The scene was released to
CHP and all other units returned to service.

Traffic Accident
–minor injuries…

Audric stopped in to get fitted for his turnout gear.

Captains DeGrave and Bradstreet, and Engineer
Macalinao make Murrieta Fire & Rescue history by being
awarded the department’s first medal of valor during the
June 6 council meeting

New hires and promotes are pinned by their friends and family

June 11, 2017, @ 2038 hours: Engine 4 responded to a 100 pound canine that was stuck about half way into a
60 foot culvert. Multiple attempts to coax the dog out failed and it was determined the dog would have to be
extricated. With assistance of a neighbor and his backhoe, the roadway (Private Road) was dug up to expose
the culvert. The culvert was breached with a circular saw by Engine 4’s crew and extricated without injury. It
had been determined the dog had been in the culvert all day. The homeowner backfilled the roadway prior to
Engine 4’s departure from the incident.

